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We are an autotech company, keen to change your overall experience with the automotive
world. Our AI Driven Genie helps people drive safe and rewards them for practicing
safe driving, so how about grabbing a cup of coffee @ Starbucks if you drive safe?
We are constantly striving to establish a culture of data driven driving wherein your
vehicle’s and your driving behaviours are monitored to ensure safety & savings to
everyone riding on the roads.

   

Our purpose is to make the roads most secure and save a great many lives each day,
month and year.

   

     
He, with a bunch of friends,
was travelling sometime in
April’ 2017. The journey was
full of fun, but @ 1:00 Am in the
night, their vehicle suddenly
stopped moving.
The feeling of being left strand�
ed on the road late at night
was scary. They got down and
tried looking for any garage
nearby but couldn’t find any.
They were worried & waited
hours on the road for help.
Looking for help, they were also noticing how fiercely people were riding on the roads.
The entire incident instilled the thought in their mind that the roads which they encounter
daily and ride their vehicles on aren’t safe. The journey, which was full of fun, suddenly
felt somewhat frightening.
There are many people who come across such incidents and many die and suffer
severe injuries every year in road accidents. Realizing that very fact in that incident, they
decided to come up with a product or technology to bring such cases down & save lives.

  
He was from a different profession altogether but that night changed everything in him,
he gave up on his Job and decided to pursue this noble cause. He worked at service
centres to understand the mechanism of automobile & components.
While he was working in one of such
service centres, he was also a part of
many startup meets, clubs & events
that’s how he found a few people with
the similar mental wavelength, dreams
& perseverance.
They together laid down the foundation
of a team which never learnt to give up
and the journey started.

Navdeep Arora
Advisor & Investor in
Insurtech
Ex-KPMG, Mckinsey

Ganesh Shetty
Mentor & Financial Advisor
CA & Certified Treasury
Management

Yvv Raghava
Mentor & Management
Executive Coach 3C-Level
positions in multiple sectors

Tamaghna Basu
Advisor & Cyber Security
Expert GCIH,OSCP,
RHCE, Cyber Law

 

Jay Bhaskar
CTO
Ex-Infosys

Deepak Walia
CSO Sales & Growth
Hacker

Ms. Prity Verma
CMO Marketing &
Digital Sales

 

Vikash Verma
CEO
PGDBM, Ex
Milesmate

Jashim Mollick
COO
Quislex, a Leading
Legal Advisory Firm

   

The team together worked towards achieving their goal of making the roads the safest
place to ride, save lives and of course on demand towing & RSA services any time, any
where. They launched the very first version of the product in the month of August’2019.
The day was one of a kind and since then they have been striving towards: making
every ride the safest, smartest & happiest for the riders & their loved ones.

  
They sold the first product in
the month of September
2019. One of the shiniest
days for the team, because
they knew that they had
taken their first small step
towards securing the roads
for the community.
That unforgettable night
“We still remember the call we received in the mid night from one of our customers,
saying: Our car has stopped moving suddenly, we are left stranded on the road, help
us. We without wasting a second, arranged assistance services to bring them back on
the road. They were happy with it and the relief in their tone brought about a sense of
satisfaction & happiness to us.”

  

They were recognized by MG MOTORS DEVELOPER PROGRAM for
efforts to make the roads the safest.

    

     
Our first Investor-cum-mentor
Mr. Navdeep Arora is an Ex-KPMG &
Mckinsey, When we pitched and told
him our thoughts behind the business,
he was moved by it. The Noble
Cause "Safe Drive & Save Sives"
being served by Gypsee was great to
him. He knew the world needs something
like Gypsee to ensure safety to all
driving on the roads with no dread yet there is a fundamental threat which is ignored
to an extent but must be addressed to decrease the number of road accidents occurring
each year. This is how with the same objective of making the roads most secure and
saving a great many lives each day, month and year, we held hands.

  
On-boarding our first employee was a great encounter all together, while taking the
interview, the core skill which we were looking for in the candidate is to work for a
cause backed by money. We explained to him our business model and his enthusiasm
for our story and eagerness to contribute to the society & save lives ended up making
him a part of our team.

   
Problem:
1. High costs of customer acquisition and claim settlement in the Motor
Insurance Industry.
2. Unstructured and untraceable on demand concierge & assistance services.
Solution:
1. Gypsee’s AI driven smart driving assistance to help insurers with risk based pricing.
2. Unique earn as you drive a motor insurance policy that rewards you for driving safely
with value add services.

 

Our scope of scalability
The companies with similar offerings and their foothold in the market.

